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TVL FOOD AND BEVERAGE SERVICES – GRADE 12 
 
Name: ______________________________________ Date: ____________________ 
 
Grade: ______________________________________ Section: ___________________ 
 
 
Quarter:   II   Week:   14   SSLM No.   1   MELC(s): Take Food and Beverage Orders 

Ø Objectives: 1. Familiarize proper way of taking food and beverage orders; and 
2. Elaborate appropriate action that should be taken regarding customer’s 

food and beverage orders. 
Ø Title of Textbook/LM to Study: TVL-HE Food and Beverage Services Manual 
Ø Chapter: None  Pages: 126-129  Topic: Take Food and Beverage Orders 

 
 
 
 

TAKING ORDER PROCEDURE 
A. TAKING FOOD ORDERS 

In taking food orders, make sure to follow standard procedures. The following are the 
common steps observed in most serving establishment. 
  
Step 1. Approach the table and stand at the right of the host. 

Stand beside the guest. Look, smile, and greet him or her by the name and title (if 
known). If not known, address him with sir or ma’am. 

“Good morning/afternoon/evening Sir/Ma’am.” 

Step 2. Present the menu. 
Present it with the cover facing the customer if the menu is a book type (several pages), 

if not, present it open.  
“May I present to you our menu for your food selection?” 
“I’ll be back to take your order. Excuse me” 

Step 3. Take the food order. 
Ask the guests if they are ready to order “Excuse me Mr./ Mrs./ Ms.. or Sir/Madam, 

may I take your order now?” take the order beginning with the ladies, then the gentlemen 
and lastly the host. 

ü When there is a couple, approach the man first if they are ready to order. 
“Excuse me Sir/Ma’am. Are you ready to take your order?” 
“For your appetizer, we have available (enumerate the list of menu items with a short 
information about the item). Which one would you like Sir/Ma’am?” 

“For your Soup, we have available (enumerate the list of menu items with a short 
information about the item). Which one would you like Sir/Ma’am?” 

Let Us Discover 
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“For your Salad, we have available (enumerate the list of menu items with a short 
information about the item). Which one would you like Sir/Ma’am?” 

“For your main course, we have available (enumerate the list of menu items with a 
short information about the item). Which one would you like Sir/Ma’am?” 

“For your dessert, we have available (enumerate the list of menu items with a short 
information about the item). Which one would you like Sir/Ma’am?” 

“For our appetizer, we have available (enumerate the list of menu items with a short 
information about the item). Which one would you like Sir/Ma’am?” 

“We have available beverages that will best compliment to your main course 
Sir/Ma’am. We have (enumerate the beverage with a short information about it). Would 
you like it Sir/Ma’am?” 

Step 4. Write down the order. 
• Stand erect to the left of the guest with the order pad supported in the palm of your 

hand and ball pen ready. 
• Record proper sequence of serving starting with the appetizer, soup, salad, entrée, 

main course, dessert, and coffee. 
• Record beverage order separately. 
• Ask when beverage is to be served. 

ü Generally, guests will order an appetizer first, then beverages, then main course, 
and lastly some dessert items. If guest orders randomly, it is your duty to serve 
food according to the sequence. 

ü Give proper time to guests to enjoy their beverage items. 
ü If the guest is in hurry and seeks your assistance, suggest to him some "ready to 

serve" food items rather than "cooked to order" items 

Step 5. Take effort to sell a complete meal. 
Suggest appetizers, soup, and salads to complement the main dish; offer variety 

of items; suggest wines that will best complement the meal. 
ü Incorporate suggestive selling techniques throughout the order-taking process. 

You could say, "Would you like to start with a cocktail Sir/Ma'am?" 
ü Suggestive selling is a good skill to have for a waiter but you may want to identify 

the guests you apply them to. If your guest is a couple or student, then it is 
advisable not to suggest hugely expensive food. You have to keep increasing your 
sales but also remember not to lead your guest into an embarrassing situation. 

Step 6. If the order is out of stock, suggest appropriate alternatives or substitute. 
Tell the guest outright when his order is not available. “I’m sorry sir, but we have 

run short of  . You might want to try  ” (mention the appropriate alternative/s). 

Step 7. If applicable, ask the guest how he wants his dish prepared. 
Give attention to orders with special requests. Be sure you understand what each 

guest wants. Repeat orders as you write them down to prevent errors and guest 
displeasure. 

ü Pay particular attention on the preparation and variations of accompaniments with 
specific reference to "doneness" of steak, fish or meat and condiment, sauce, 
dressing, among others. 
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ü Example: “How would you like the steak done? Rare, medium rare, medium well, 
or well done?” 

ü If an egg is ordered “How would you like the egg done sir?” 

Step 8. Write all orders in an order slip in triplicate. 
Use a coding method in identifying whoever orders each time. Do not forget to write 

the date, table number, dishes ordered 
ü Be certain to write order in a legible manner to save difficulties for everyone. 
ü Use appropriate and uniform abbreviations in your restaurant as directed by house 

policy. 

Step 9. Repeat the order to the customer. 
Repeat the food items and guest orders. Ask the client whether he wants to have 

anything else or not. 
ü As you repeat, mention the items ordered, number orders, and the manner of 

preparation. 
ü You may say “May I repeat your order sir/ma’am? You will order (enumerate the 

ordered items from the order slip). Did I get you order right Sir/Ma’am?” 

ü Inform the client/ customers for the serving time. “Ma’am/ Sir is it ok for you that 
the food will serve after 30 minutes?” 

Step 10. Place the order to the kitchen 
Give one copy of order slip to the food checker and another one for the billing 

purposes. The last copy is for the waiter. 
When taking food orders, you should have with you an order slip so that you can 

record the guest’ order in proper sequence. Below is a sample of an order slip. 

Sample Order Slip 
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B. ADJUSTING TABLWARE AND CUTLERY. 
After the order has been taken and a copy transferred to the kitchen, either 

manually or electronically, the service staff will have to make any necessary changes to 
the cover to reflect the dished that diners have ordered. 

It is now time to adjust the setting with certain items of cutlery, glassware and 
service wear depending on the dishes they have ordered. 
a. Adjusting cutlery- Always remember that cutlery should be carried to form the table 

on a clothed service plate. Your copy for the table provides the basis for determining 
what needs to be adjusted for each other. 

b. Adjusting glassware- Most table set ups will include standard wine glasses, with 
many establishments also setting water glasses. Where the guests order certain drinks 
and the correct glassware is not already set this will require you to remove the 
glassware that is not needed and replace it with the appropriate glasses. 

c. Adjusting service ware- Depending on the dishes ordered and the style being used, 
there can be a need to provide various items of service wear to individual tables. 

 
 
 
 
 
TRUE OR FALSE 
Directions: Write the word TRUE if the given statement is correct and FALSE if it is 
incorrect. 

  1. Start taking the order of the ladies, then the other guests present at the table. 
  2. Suggest hugely expensive food at all times to increase sales. 
  3. Use your own unique abbreviation when taking order. 
  4. After all the guests have given their orders, it is polite to ask if they would like 

to order more. 
  5. Repeat orders as you write them down to prevent errors and guest 

displeasure. 
 
 
 
 
 
LET ME KNOW 
Directions:  Write the important things on the following steps. 

Steps Important things to do (in your own word) 

1. Taking food order  

2. Note special request and 
requirements accurately 

 
 

3. Repeat orders to the guest to confirm 
items.  

4. Provide and adjust tableware and 
cutlery appropriate for menu choices.  

Let Us Try 

Let Us Do 
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LET’S DO IT 
Directions: Answer the following questions. Write your answer on the space provided. 
1. Enumerate the steps on taking the customer’s order. 

             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             

2. What is the importance of remembering the sequence in taking orders? 
            
            
            
            
            
             
            
            
             

 
 
 

 
 

Let me know 
Excellent 

(5 points) 

Good 

(3 points) 

Fair 

(1 points) 
Points 

Showed a deep 
understanding of the 
given situation 

Showed understanding of 
the given situation 

Showed little 
understanding of the 

given situation 
 

Completely and orderly 
showed procedure in 
taking food and 
beverage orders. 

Showed complete procedure 
but in order or not in order 

procedure in taking food and 
beverage orders. 

Showed incomplete 
and not in order 

procedure in taking 
food and beverage 

orders. 

 

 
 

Let Us Apply 

Rubrics 
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Essay Writing 

Criteria 
5 

Excellent 

3 

Good 

1 

Fair 

Relevance of 
answer to the 
question 

Answers showed 
relevance to the 
question with 
sufficient details 

Answers showed 
relevance to the 
question but with 
significant errors 

Answers are not 
relevant to the 
question 

Organization and 
logic of answer 

Answers were 
stated clearly and 
logically 

Answers showed minor 
problems on the 
organization or logic 

Answers were not 
clear and not 
organized 

 

 

 
 
 
CG TLE Food and Beverage Services: Code: TLE_HEFBS9-12GO-IIe-f-3 page 11 
TVL Food and Beverage Services 12 Learning Activity Sheets 3. Take Food and Beverage 
Orders.  
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